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Motions to Dismiss: 
Receiving a motion to dismiss in a case will cause panic for most debtors in bankruptcy.  After working 

hard to get a case confirmed and paying a considerable sum of money in to maintain the case, the 

thought of everything being for nothing is distressing to say the least.  The good news is that in most 

cases there are several ways to resolve this problem and continue on in the case. 

The three reasons you will usually receive a motion to dismiss your bankruptcy case is: 

1. You are behind on your trustee payment 

2.  A claim has come in higher than you anticipated and your plan is running over the allowed 60 

months. 

3. You have not submitted a copy of your federal tax return 

REASON #1: DEBTOR HAS FALLEN BEHIND ON PAYMENTS 

In a Chapter 13 bankruptcy there is a monthly payment made to the Chapter 13 trustee either by wage 

order where your employer sends the payments directly to the trustee or by direct pay that you send in 

every month.  

Making this on time monthly payment is a condition of the bankruptcy. Failure to makes these payments 

can result in a Motion to Dismiss by the trustee.  

There are several options in dealing with a Motion to Dismiss in a Chapter 13 due to not making the 

payments. 

1. Make a payment to bring the account current: The simplest way to resolve a Motion to Dismiss for 

Failure to Make Plan Payments is to become current on the payments.  

 

 

 

 

 

PRACTICE TIP: Even if the debtor becomes 100% current before the hearing date you still 

need to contact the trustee AT LEAST 3 days before the hearing to confirm that they know 

this as well.  

Remember that trustees are dealing with hundreds of cases. The online payment systems 

may not be updated yet and you don't want to just assume it has been and then the trustee 

dismisses the case because you didn't contact them to confirm. While you can file a motion to 

reconsider the dismissal to correct this, why waste additional time when you could of just 

reached out to the trustee is the first place! 

 



2. If you cannot become current by the court date you can propose a plan modification for either strict 

compliance (a requirement that all of your payments going forward have to be made on time or the 

trustee can dismiss the case WITHOUT a hearing notice, increase your plan payment, or both. 

If you missed payments however your case will still pay out in 60 months you can ask the trustee to 

allow you to just resume payments on strict compliance.  You have to have a really good reason you 

missed the payments (like illness, temporary job loss, or unanticipated expenses like a funeral or 

home repair. 

If your case is running over the 60 month time limit because of your missed payments you can file a 

Post-Petition Plan Modification to increase your Chapter 13 payment so that your case will pay off 

on time.  If your budget will not support the increase payment going forward another option 

available is to file a Motion to Excuse the missed payments retroactively and just continue to make 

your original payment. 

 

REASON #2: DEBTOR HAS CREDITOR CLAIMS THAT HAVE COME IN HIGHER THAN 

THEY ORIGINALLY ANTICIPATED WHEN THEIR PLAN WAS CONFIRMED AND NOW 

THEIR CASE IS RUNNING OVER THE 60 MONTH TIME LIMIT. 

Depending on the case, a Chapter 13 bankruptcy case may be confirmed before all claims have been 

officially filed.  In those cases, several months after confirmation (case approval) you may receive a 

Motion to Dismiss because a claim has come in higher than what you first anticipated and calculated in 

your Chapter 13 Plan. 

The first thing you should do in this case is review the claim and make sure that the claim is correct.  If 

the amount is incorrect you need to immediately file an Objection to Proof of Claim (Review our video 

and How to Guide) and provide proof of the correct claim amount.  If the court rules in your favor that 

should resolve your Motion to Dismiss if the original claim amount is deemed the corrected amount. 

If the claim (or claims) filed are correct and you undervalued the original claim then you need to correct 

the Chapter 13 payment and Chapter 13 Plan.  Figuring out by how much is actually easy!  Just figure out 

how much you were off and then divide that number by the number of months you have left in your 

case.  The amount you get is the amount you need to increase your monthly payment amount by.   

EXAMPLE: 

You though your mortgage arrears were $10,000 but in fact they ended up being $14,000 with mortgage 

company’s attorney fees added in.  You have been in your case for 10 months at this point so you have 

50 months left to go.  Divide the extra $4000.00 by 50.  That gives you 80.  If you current Chapter 13 

plan payment is $400.00 per month you need to increase your Chapter 13 plan payment by $80 so that 

your new Chapter 13 Plan payment is $480.00.   

You will need to file a Post-Plan Modification and a new Schedule J to reflect that you can make this 

payment.  Our guide has information on the Post-Plan Modification as well. 

 



REASON #3: DEBTOR HAS FAILED TO PROVIDE A COPY OF THEIR FEDERAL TAX 

RETURN OR AN AFFIDAVIT THAT THEY WERE NOT REQUIRED TO FILE ONE THAT 

YEAR. 

While you are in your Chapter 13 case you are required to provide your trustee with a copy of your 

federal tax return EVERY year.  Even if you are repaying all of your creditors back in full you still have to 

comply with this rule. Most trustees have an email to send these to or a portal to upload them to so it is 

not a difficult process. 

Failure to comply with this will result in a Motion to Dismiss being filed. 

 

  

PRACTICE TIP: Some trustees are better than others about tracking this BUT at the very end of the case 

every trustee will conduct an audit to see if you send in the taxes (and tax refunds if you are required). I 

have seen several people have their cases dismissed at the very end because they thought they could 

outsmart the system and not provide proof of income and tax refund.  Don’t do this!  I promise you will 

not come out ahead. 



Motion to Dismiss Checklist: 

o Read the motion and know exactly what the motion is about.  

 

o Immediately file a response to the Motion to Dismiss.  Some districts don’t 

require this however filing a response won’t hurt you!  We have a sample 

response in our list of forms provided in this course. 

 

 

o If the motion was because of missed payments ---Some trustees are efficient and 

will state exactly how many payments were missed and the total amount you are 

behind. Others are not and you have to log into your account and figure it out.  

Make sure you have created an account with the trustee (go to 

https://www.13network.com/).  We have a guide on how to use this system so 

review that first!). 

 

o If the motion was because of terms (you are running over the 60 month time 

limit) then go to https://www.13network.com/ and review the claims filed in 

your case to see what is causing the terms problem. Once you determine which 

claim it is you can go to your local PACER account and pull the claim to see 

exactly how it was calculated.  If you followed our instructions at the beginning of 

this course you should have already received a copy of this claim so you can just 

review that in detail. 

 

o If the motion was filed because you didn’t provide a copy of your tax returns you 

need to send these in immediately to the trustee. 

 

o Email or call the attorney who is handling your courtroom (this information is 

usually on the trustee’s website) and let them know how you will be resolving 

this issue. 

 

o Make the payment or file the needed motions to resolve the issue. 

 

o At least 3 days before the court hearing email or call the trustee again and let 

them know what you have done to resolve this.  Provide proof of payments and 

document filings are this point. 



Motions to Suspend: 

Many times clients have an emergency come up and need to have a suspension of their plan 

payments in order to allow then not to fall behind and get their case dismissed. Typically a 

request to suspend payments can be made for 30-90 days. 

Acceptable reasons for suspension of payments: 

1. Job loss 

2. Spouse’s job loss 

3. Medical emergency  

4. Home repair such as a roof or HVAC 

5. Car repair 

Note that when a motion is filed to suspend plan payments you need to calculate what the new payment 

will be when the payment’s resume (if the payments must increase).   

What to do next: 

1. File the motion (See our sample motion to suspend plan payments) 

2. Email the trustee handling that Judge and see if they oppose your motion. Also confirm if the 

judge enters their own orders or if you need to upload one. 

3. If the trustee is ok with it then wait until the negative notice deadline passes. 

4. Submit order to the trustee to review and sign off on.   

5. Once the trustee signs your order you can upload this to the judge’s chambers to be entered on 

the docket. 

 

ORDER TIPS AFTER MOTION IS GRANTED: 

1. Make sure that you specifically list the months that the payments will be suspended in the order 

(e.g. May 2020, June 2020, July 2020). 

2. If the payments are being deducted from a pay check then make sure to list the payroll address 

and contact on the list so that they receive the order to suspend the payments. Otherwise the 

payments will keep getting deducted when they should be suspended! 

 

  



Post-Plan Modifications: 
Many debtors mistakenly believe that a Chapter 13 bankruptcy is a repayment “prison” where they are 

stuck paying a certain amount of money for 3 to 5 years regardless of how their circumstances 

change.  The truth is that Chapter 13 bankruptcy is designed so that a debtor can make changes to their 

repayment plan if their financial situation changes. A matter of fact, changes in a Chapter 13 bankruptcy 

repayment plan is quite common. 

The precise mechanism for amended or modifying the Plan, however, can vary as it is governed by 

local court rules so make sure you check  

 

Common reasons to modify a Chapter 13 Plan after filing: 

1. The plan payment needs to increase because of a past motion to suspend and those missed 

payments need to be allocated for in the remainder of the plan. 

2. A vehicle was totaled that was being paid through the case so now that amount needs to be 

removed from the plan and the plan payment reduced because that amount is no longer being 

repaid. 

3. The debtor may have suffered an income loss and the plan payment now needs to decrease because 

the debtor does not have additional income to repay unsecured creditors. 

 

Process for Filing a Post-Plan Modification 

1. Prepare the post-plan modification (our district requires that we self-select the hearing date and 

time so check to see if yours does the same). 

2. Certificate of Service must include all creditors 

3. File and serve the plan 

  

PRACTICE NOTE: Some bankruptcy judges will allow a debtor to surrender as asset (usually a car) post-

confirmation. Here is our district (the Northern District of Georgia) this is NOT allowed and whatever 

collateral you agree to pay for in your plan is what you have to repay.  Always make sure to check your 

local rules and specific judge to see if they allow this if you are thinking of trying to surrender and asset 

after the confirmation of your case. 

PRACTICE NOTE: See our Post-Plan Modification sample. An easy way to see what your district requires 

is to log onto PACER and view a docket action report for a few days and then download a go by. 



Motion from Relief from Stay: 

These are motions which the creditor law firms files when a debtor has failed to comply with 

their Chapter 13 plan.  Typically the creditors who file these motions represent the mortgage 

companies or car creditors.   

These motions are asking the bankruptcy court to remove the “stay” which is the legal action 

that prevents creditors from foreclosing on your home or repossessing your car. 

Mortgage Company files a MFRSMortgage Company files a MFRSMortgage Company files a MFRSMortgage Company files a MFRS::::  When the mortgage company files a MFRS it is typically 

because the debtor has failed to keep up their post-petition mortgage payments.  These can also 

occur when a mortgage servicer has changed and payments were not credited correctly. 

Car Company files a MFRSCar Company files a MFRSCar Company files a MFRSCar Company files a MFRS::::  When the car company files a MFRS it is typically because the debtor 

has failed to keep up their lease payments (if the car is a lease) or full coverage insurance.   

 

REASON #1: DEBTOR HAS FALLEN BEHIND ON PAYMENTS ON THEIR HOME 

A typical Chapter 13 case last for 60 months and a lot can happen during that time.  If a debtor falls 

behind on their mortgage payments during their case then the mortgage company will probably file a 

motion for relief from stay.  The good news is that there are a few options: 

1. Pay the mortgage company the total amount you fell behind on. 

2. Negotiate a consent order with the mortgage company’s attorney in which you pay a portion of 

what you fell behind on (usually about ½ of the arrears) and then repayment the balance over 6 

months with an additional payment made to the mortgage company on top of the normal 

monthly payment. 

REASON #2: DEBTOR HAS MADE PAYMENTS ON THEIR MORTGAGE BUT THE 

LENDER HAS MISPLACED OR MISAPPLIED PAYMENTS. 

Mortgage companies are legally required to send you notice when your mortgage servicer (the company 

you pay your mortgage payment too) changes. We often see this transition create problems for 

bankruptcy debtors because payments are not properly credited. 

If you know you have been making your mortgage payments and should be current then the first thing 

you need to do is read the mortgage to see what months are missing.  Then you need to go back in your 

records a few months before that and print out cancelled checks that reflect these payments were made 

and cashed. 

I would also suggest that a response be filed to the Motion for Relief from Stay and then proof of these 

payments be sent to the attorney who filed this motion for the mortgage company.  If the attorney does 

not withdraw the motion after receiving this information then you should attend the hearing and provide 

the court with this information. 



REASON #3: DEBTOR HAS LET THE INSURANCE LAPSE ON THEIR VEHICLE BEING 

PAID FOR THROUGH THEIR PLAN 

While you are in a bankruptcy case you are required to keep your collateral on secured debt insured 

properly.  If you let your insurance lapse then the car creditor can file a motion for relief in order to 

repossess the car.  The easiest way to resolve this dispute is to get full coverage insurance on your car and 

then provide a copy of the policy (not the insurance cards!) to the attorney for the car creditor. 

I would also note that once you obtain full coverage insurance you should file a formal response to the 

motion for relief as well. 

 

  



Motion for Relief from Stay Checklist: 

o Read the motion and know exactly what the motion is about.  

 

o If the creditor did not provide a payment history (many times they do not do 

this!) then immediately file a response and demand that a payment history for 

the life of the loan since the bankruptcy filing be provided at least 10 days prior 

to the hearing date. 

 

o If you did get behind: Email the attorney for the lender (their email will be on the 

motion) and let them know how much you can pay towards the delinquency. You 

will also be responsible for attorney fees and costs for filing the motion to that 

will have to be factored in. 

 

 

o If you are current and this is an error:  Email the attorney for the lender proof of 

all of the missed payments and demand that the motion be withdrawn and no 

attorney fees be assessed against you for their error.  

 

o Note the hearing date and if a consent order is not reached (this means an 

agreement to repay the arrearage) then you need to attend this hearing. 

 

 

 

  



Motion to Incur Debt: 
Chapter 13 bankruptcy cases will typically last anywhere from 36-60 months.  During that time a debtor 

may need to incur new debt after they’ve filed for Chapter 13 bankruptcy. Before this happens the court 

has to approve this. 

Typical reasons for incurring debt while in a bankruptcy case: make home repairs, buy a new car, or have 

a medical procedure. 

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS: 

1. You work out the loan terms with the creditor (example: a car dealer). Obtain a written estimate 

of the total cost of the loan and the terms of the loan. 

2. File the Motion to Incur debt (see our sample Motion to Incur) 

3. Contact the attorney for the trustee who is handling the courtroom and ask them if they oppose 

the motion.  At this point you should be able to work out any issue regarding the motion.  The 

trustee will want to ensure that the reason is valid and that your budget can afford it.  Once a 

Motion to Incur is filed and updated budget needs to be filed which shows that you can make 

the payment on the new debt AND still maintain your normal Chapter 13 Payment. 

  



Motion to Retain: 
A Chapter 13 Bankruptcy generally lasts for a period of five years.  The general rule is that if a debtor 

becomes entitled to any sum of money it must be turned over to the bankruptcy trustee to be 

distributed to creditors.  

 Common sources of money that need to be disclosed, and potentially turned over, include money or 

property from an inheritance, tax refunds, insurance proceeds and so on.   

  

If you want to keep the money that you are entitled to you can file a motion to retain the proceeds.  This 

will have to be submitted to the court and it is generally set on negative notice.  This means that you will 

submit your motion to retain and if no one objects to the motion within 21 days you will be able to keep 

the money received.  Any number of people may object, including the trustee and/or one of your 

creditors.  

  

REASON #1: YOU NEED TO RETAIN A TAX REFUND 

For some people in Chapter 13, they are required to submit all or a portion of their tax refund each year 

to the trustee to pay towards first their unsecured creditors and then the balance of their case. If a 

situation comes up and you need to retain your tax refund you can file a Motion to Incur.  You can 

usually get this granted once but don’t count on doing this every year. 

REASON #1: YOU NEED TO RETAIN AN INSURANCE SETTLEMENT 

If you are in a car accident and your car is totaled you may receive some money back from the 

settlement and now need to purchase another car.  In order to do this you would have to file two 

motions (Motion to Incur Debt to get a car loan) and a Motion to Retain so that you can keep the 

balance of the insurance funds to put down on the vehicle. 

REASON #1: YOU NEED TO RETAIN AN INHERITANCE 

If you receive an inheritance while in bankruptcy but have some legitimate expenses that you need to 

use the money for you can use this motion to do so. 

TYPICAL REASONS FOR RETAINING FUNDS 

1.  Need money to purchase a car that has been totaled or disabled. 

2.  Need medical or dental work done. 

3.  Need vital repairs such as HVAC, roofing, plumbing repairs  



Motion to Sell: 

A Chapter 13 debtor MUST get Bankruptcy Court permission to sell property while their Chapter 13 case 

is pending.  Permission to sell comes in the form of an Order from the Court, which only comes after a 

motion is made seeking the Order to allow the sale of the property in question.  

 

HOW THE PROCESS WORKS: 

 

1. Prepare the motion to sell 

2. A copy of the sales contact must be attached as well as a proposed HUD. 

3. Motion must reflect the purchase price, proof of value, and all details in 

regards to the transaction. 

4. The motion also needs to reflect what the debtor is going to do with the 

money (pay off case, propose to retain some of it for moving expenses) 
 

It takes some time to get an Order from the Bankruptcy Court approving the sale. The motion needs to 

be filed at least 21 days before the date the Court sets for the hearing on the matter. You to let the real 

estate agent know that they need to allow at least 45-60 days for the entire process to complete. Real 

estate agents are always pushing for everything to happen instantly and bankruptcy court does not work 

like that! 

 

 

PRACTICE TIP:  Make sure that you let your real estate agency know that you are in an active 

bankruptcy and make the contract contingent on court approval. 

If you are NOT repaying all of your creditors back in full then you also need to check your plan 

because if you sell your property too early you could end up paying back MORE than you would have 

if you waited to pay out your case. 


